doctorportal Learning:
Promoting medical education 2020

Accredited peer-reviewed learning and effortless CPD tracking for medical practitioners
Promoting **medical education** on **doctorportal Learning**

**doctorportal Learning** is a state-of-the-art, mobile friendly, learning management system specifically designed for Australian medical professionals. Developed with the busy doctor in mind, **doctorportal Learning** provides a one-stop-shop for registering, completing, and managing professional learning through our custom built CPD Tracker to meet ongoing reporting obligations of medical colleges and the Medical Board of Australia.

**CPD Learning Catalogue**

The **doctorportal CPD Learning catalogue** is the gateway for viewing medical education. Courses and events are listed in the catalogue and linked to their own information page.

If your course or event targets medical professionals and is approved by **doctorportal Learning**, it can be listed in the catalogue and hyperlinked to your registration page.

**Benefits**

Listing your medical education in our **CPD Learning catalogue** provides high quality, credible context for your courses and events. It increases your target audience’s awareness of your learning via our easy to use platform for Australian medical and healthcare professionals.

---

**The busy medical professional can:**

01 Ascertain current medical education opportunities at a glance

02 Search the catalogue using a range of search filters

03 Complete a variety of learning modules including mandatory and supplementary content

04 Help reduce practice gaps and improve patient outcomes by completing accredited learning

05 Identify education activities that meet learning needs and interests

06 Register for medical education activities

07 Upload evidence of CPD activities

08 Monitor CPD progress against reporting periods

09 Download or print CPD reports
Medical education listings

List your medical activity in our CPD Learning catalogue and watch your registrations grow.
Accreditation services

Want to accredit your learning to attract health professionals? We can help. Have your learning accredited with specialist college(s) for approved CPD before listing with doctorportal Learning.

- Monthly reporting to specialist colleges
- Quick Start Guide for your participants on how to upload evidence of your activity in the doctorportal Learning CPD Tracker
- Accreditation of learning
  *Conditions apply
- Advice to meet accreditation requirements

Variable Fee: $5,995 - $8,995
Marketing services

Customise your marketing campaign and enhance your reach

Select from our wide range of marketing opportunities (online and print) that can be tailored to suit your specific audience. View the doctorportal Learning Engagement Kit available from our website to learn more.
Terms and conditions

ELIGIBILITY
1. Organisations with medical education delivered face-to-face (e.g. courses or events) that are eligible to apply are:
   • Australian government bodies
   • Australian medical colleges and associations
   • Medical education providers

2. All applicants must complete the Listing Courses in the doctorportal Learning Catalogue application form

3. Following submission, doctorportal Learning will review the application for approval

4. Applicants will be notified within 15 business days of the review outcome.

RESPONSIBILITIES
We will:
• include a privacy disclaimer on the CPD Learning catalogue information page stating that registered medical professional contact details will be shared between organisations if providing accreditation services
• list the course or event in the catalogue for the agreed time period
• deliver additional services for a fee, where requested including accreditation, reporting and/or marketing
• provide images to be used in the CPD Learning catalogue and module information page that reflects the learning content.

You will:
1. include a privacy disclaimer on your website stating that registered medical professional contact details will be shared between organisations if providing accreditation services
2. provide your company logo and any sponsor logo image files suitable for white and blue backgrounds to be placed on the website
3. provide a short company description for inclusion on the doctorportal Learning Contributors web page
4. provide a short biography and photo of your subject matter expert(s) (SME) for inclusion on the doctorportal Learning Contributors web page.

RATES
1. All rates include 10% GST
2. Fees will be invoiced in advance for the duration of the listing following approval
3. Once the invoice is paid in full the listing will be listed in the CPD Learning catalogue following approval to launch
4. Accreditation services with specialist college(s) are available for an additional fee
5. Marketing options are available for an additional fee
6. Discounts will be considered where multiple listings are undertaken
7. We reserve the right to change the rates periodically. We will confirm the rates on application.
READY TO APPLY?
Click here and complete our online form.

GOT A QUESTION?
Please email your enquiry to:
E: enquiries@dplearning.com.au

or visit our website for further information
dplearning.com.au
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